
Ksix Halo SmartLED panel, RGBIC + CCT, 
47 cm diameter, 6.500 lm, 60 W, iLink 

app, White

DESCRIPTION

The Ksix Halo LED panel is a unique option to illuminate your spaces in a versatile and 
vibrant way thanks to its RGBIC color technology and its CCT white shades. It is 
compatible with the iLink app, from which you can control all its functionalities. 
Discover a new dimension of lightning with the Ksix Halo LED panel and turn your 
home into a universe of color!

Millions of RGBIC colors

The Ksix Halo LED panel, equipped with RGBIC technology, offers you millions of 
colors to transform any space into a visual paradise. Unlike conventional RGB 
technology, which offers a limited range of colors, RGBIC immerses you in an 
immersive and captivating light show with endless colors and effects. With a luminous 
flux of 6.500 modular lumens that ensure unparalleled light intensity and brightness.

White shades: cool and warm

You can also enjoy CCT white shades, with a wide range of temperatures; from a cozy 
3.000K warm white to a 6.500K refreshing cool white. In addition, you can adjust the 
brightness to suit your preference, adapting it to every occasion.

App control: endless functionalities

The Ksix Halo LED panel is compatible with the iLink application, from which you can 
control all its features. From color selection to predefined scene modes and timer 
settings to create environments programmed to your liking. In addition, its Bluetooth 
4.0 connectivity ensures a stable and uninterrupted connection. And if you don’t have 
battery or your cell phone close, no problem! The panel includes a remote control to run 
the main functionalities.

Designed for any space in your home

The Ksix Halo has a minimalist and round design in white color with measurements of 
47 centimeters in diameter and 6 centimeters thick. Thanks to its ultra light weight of 
880 grams, you can install it anywhere without complications. Its IP44 protection rating 
makes it resistant to dust and water splashes, giving you peace of mind and durability. 
Plus, with a lifespan of 30.000 hours, this panel will be your faithful companion for a 
long time.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Dimensions Ø 47 x 6 cm

Connectivity Bluetooth 4.0

Input parameters 100-240V / 50-60Hz

Degree of protection IP44

Power 60,9 W

Brightness 6.500 lm

LED Color RGBIC

Color temperature 3000K - 6500K

Lifetime 30.000 h

APP
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i-Link

Energy classification F

STRENGTHS
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REF. BXPLAFLED02 EAN: 8427542130606 Recommended retail price: €64.99
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